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ABSTRACT

AO systems aim at detecting and correcting for optical distortions induced by atmospheric turbulences. They are
also extremely sensitive to extraneous sources of perturbation such as vibrations, which degrade the performance.
The Gemini South telescope has currently two main AO systems: the Gemini Multi Conjugated AO System GeMS
and the Gemini Planet Imager GPI. GeMS is operational and regularly used for science observation delivering
close to diffraction limit resolution over a large field of view (85×85 arcsec2). Performance limitation due to the
use of an integrator for tip-tilt control is here explored. In particular, this type of controller does not allow for
the mitigation of vibrations with an arbitrary natural frequency. We have thus implemented a tip-tilt Linear
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller with different underlying perturbation models: (i) a sum of autoregressive
models of order 2 identified from an estimated power spectrum density (s-AR2) of the perturbation,1 already
tested on CANARY2 and routinely used on SPHERE;3 (ii) cascaded ARMA models of order 2 identified using
prediction error minimization (c-PEM) as proposed in.4,5 Both s-AR2 and c-PEM were parameterized to produce
tip or tilt state-space models up to order 20 and 30 respectively. We discuss the parallelized implementation in
the real time computer and the expected performance. On-sky tests are scheduled during the November 2016
run or the January 2017 run.

Keywords: Adaptive Optics, Multi-Conjugated Adaptive Optics, GeMS, Optimal Control, Kalman Filter,
Vibrations Rejection, LQG

1. INTRODUCTION

In the near future, several new telescopes will look at the sky reaching extremely large pupil diameter such as
the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT),6 the European-Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT),7 or the Giant Magellan
Telescope (GMT).8 These systems cannot be conceived without using Adaptive Optics (AO). An AO system
allows to analyze the incoming wavefront in real-time and corrects for it. The main problem of classical AO is the
limitation of the corrected field of view. To encounter this issue, other concepts of AO working in a much wider
field of view (WFAO) have been proposed and developed, such as Laser Tomographic AO (LTAO),9 Ground
Layer AO (GLAO),10 Multi-Object AO (MOAO),11 or Multi-Conjugated AO (MCAO).12

The Gemini South Telescope has an MCAO facility that aims to deliver close to diffraction limit images on a 2′

field of view (FoV). The system is the Gemini Multi-Conjugated AO System (GeMS).13,14 Like every AO systems,
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it needs to be driven by a controller. The controller currently implemented in the real-time computer (RTC) for
the tip and tilt modes is an integral action controller. However, for such a system, an optimal controller, the
Linear Quadratic Gaussian controller, could be envisionned and implemented. This type of controller estimates
and predicts the distorted phase from the incident wavefront. In the past decade, studies in simulations, in lab
and on-sky have been conducted and done with great success. It has been demonstrated that it delivers better
performance on the instrument CANARY,2 SPHERE3 and GPI.15 This controller seems particularly adapted in
the case of presence of other perturbations than atmospheric turbulence, such as mechanical vibrations.2,3, 15

In this paper we present briefly the LQG controller. Then we present the performance obtained using this
controller on simulatons based on on-sky data and we finally present the implementation strategy adapoted in
the RTC and the operational model.

2. THE GEMINI MCAO FACILITY

The Gemini MCAO system GeMS13,14 is the AO facility built for the Gemini South Telescope located on top of
the Cerro Pachón in Chile. As every MCAO instrument, GeMS works in closed loop. The incoming perturbation
(here atmospheric turbulence) is reconstructed in a volume thanks to measurements coming from 5 Sodium laser
guide stars using 5 16×16 Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensors (giving 204 valid subapertures composed by a
2×2 pixels) and up to 3 natural guide stars for tip-tilt sensing using an APD-based quadcells wavefront sensor.
Each of the APDs give 2 independant measurements (one tip and one tilt per APD) and the averages of the
measurements available allow to compute a voltage command that will be applied on the Tip Tilt Mirror for
tip-tilt compensation. We propose to modify the controller used to determine these voltages by using an LQG
controller that has demonstrated to increase the performance on other systems on-sky2,3, 15 and on simulations
for GeMS using GeMS on-sky data.5,16 A detailed proceeding in this conference has been presented to explain
the current status of GeMS and all the upgrades scheduled to improve the status and where we are regarding
their execution.17

3. LQG CONTROL FOR TIP-TILT CORRECTION: TURBULENCE AND
VIBRATIONS

The Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) AO control technique can be used not only for atmospheric turbulence
correction but also to compensate for additional perturbations such as vibrations due to the telescope envi-
ronment. The generical aspect of this contoller makes this easy in the formalism. This controller has been
demonstrated in lab and on-sky with the CANARY pathfinder and showed very good results and improvements
in term of performance.2,18–20 This controller is as well now used in regular operation on the extreme AO system
SPHERE at the Very Large Telescope3 and GPI15 at the Gemini South Telescope.

In this section, we present the procedure of the LQG control, that has been tested on several dataset acquired
on-sky using the GeMS system in Fall 2015. Because the image quality is directly linked to the residual phase
variance defined as below:

Φres , Φ− Φcor. (1)

The goal is here is to minimize the criterion Jc(u) defined as:

Jc(u) , lim
T ′→+∞

1

T ′

∫ T ′

0

||φres(t)||2 dt = lim
T ′→+∞

1

T ′

∫ T ′

0

||φ(t)− φcor(t)||2 dt (2)

where Φcor is the correction phase and is equal to Nu with N being the TTM influence matrix and u the vector
of commands (in voltages) that is sent to the TTM actuators. The LQG controller can be implemented is the 3
statements given below are stated:

• the system is linear;

• the criterion to minimize is quadratic

• the noises have Gaussian distributions and the covariance matrices are known.
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Since the mirror response is really fast compared to the sampling time T and applied through a zero order
hold, we can model the system using a discrete time configuration with a sampling period T in order to obtain the
optimal control without making any approximations.21 In this discrete time framework, the continuous criterion
given in (Eq. 2) can be rewritten by the following:

J (u) = lim
K→+∞

1

K

K∑
k=1

||φk+1 −Nuk||2. (3)

The optimnal solution that minimizes this criterion is:

u∗k = PuΦ̂k+1|k (4)

where the optimal prediction Φ̂k+1|k is an output of a Kalman filter and where the projection onto the DM space
is obtained here using:

Pu = N† = McomD. (5)

The optimal estimated phase Φ̂k+1|k is defined as:

Φ̂k+1|k , E[Φk+1|yk, . . . , y0] (6)

where Φ has to be defined as the output of a state model.

3.1 STATE SPACE MODEL

For every tip ot tilt mode represented hereafter by the symbol •, we can define a state vector named x•k:

x•k ,



Φtur,•
k

Φtur,•
k−1

Φvib,1,•
k

Φvib,1,•
k−1

Φvib,2,•
k

Φvib,2,•
k−1

...

Φvib,nvib,•
k

Φvib,nvib,•
k−1


(7)

where nvib is the number of vibrations that we want to identify and reject. To evaluate the estimated phase, we
need a model that describes the evolution of the perturbation Φ, together with a measurement model, that are
defined below:

• The state equation describing the evolution of the state vector is:

xk+1 = Axk + vk, (8)

where v is a white Gaussian noise with a covariance matrix Σv and A describes the dynamics of the
perturbations.

• The observation equation describing the measurments is:

yk = Cxk −Mintuk−2 + wk = DΦk−1 −DNuk−2 + wk, (9)

where w is a white Gaussian noise independant from v and with a covariance matrix Σw.
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To compute the matrix A, we need a description of the atmospheric turbulence. We have chosen here the
temporal dynamics of the turbulence with an auto-regressive model of order 2 (AR2):22–24

Φtur
k+1 = Atur

1 Φtur
k +Atur

2 Φtur
k−1 + vturk , (10)

where vturk is a white Gaussian noise and Atur
1 and Atur

2 are diagonal matrices. These 2 matrices depend on
physical parameters, a dumping coefficient, a reasonant frequency and the power (excitation noise variance).

We use the exact same type of model to describe the evolution of the vibrations. Every vibratory components
are described using a dedicated AR2 model:1,2, 25,26

Φvib
k+1 = Avib

1 Φvib
k +Avib

2 Φvib
k−1 + vvibk . (11)

The perturbation phase Φ can be evaluated as the sum of turbulence and vibratory components:

Φ = Φtur +

nvib∑
i=1

Φvib,i. (12)

Because for GeMS we consider only tip and tilt, we can separate their model constructions and implementa-
tions and write:

∀• ∈ {tip, tilt} Φ• = Φtur,• +

nvib∑
i=1

Φvib,i,•. (13)

3.2 KALMAN FILTER

Based on the state representation of the equations (8 and 9), where the matrix A is built from the equations (10
and 11) and he matrix C from the equations (9 through 12), the corresponding Kalman filter can be established.
It consists of:

• An update equation:
x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +H∞(yk − ŷk), (14)

where H∞ is the asymptotic Kalman gain. This equation brings the information coming from the last
measurement yk.

• A predictive equation:
x̂k+1|k = Ax̂k|k, (15)

where we estimate the new state vector according to the chosen model.

The asymptotic Kalman gain H∞ is defined as:

H∞ , Σ∞C
T(CΣ∞C

T + Σw)−1, (16)

where Σ∞ is the solution of the discrete algebraic Riccati equation and is computed off-line.

3.3 REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION

Using the equations previously defined, we decided to implement the control loop as followed:

∀• ∈ {tip, tilt} x•k+1 = M1x
•
k +M2y

res,•
k +M3u

•
k−2

u•k = M4x
•
k

(17)

The instructions that are implemented in the RTC are described below using a Matlab syntax. These
instructions are the ones from the pseudo-code developed during the simulation studies.5
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% Initialize all variables to zero
2 % Load all static parameters from file NgsLgg.mat into memory
8 nState = 32
4 TôTMAYMPRWPMWY0 LOOP BEGINS HERE
5 % > while loop is closed do
e ' o Pseudo_RTC_GeMS_parallel.m st arts here
7

8 We TIP % thread 1 computes Tip command
9 mateltCmndsXkTip = 0;

10 for ii =1: nState
11 mateltCmndsXkTip = mateltCmndsXkTip +M3tip ( i i ) *pXk ( i i ) ;
12 end
1a U(1) = mateltCmndsXkTip +M4tip *pT (1) ;

IV AIY liV ,d1 SP", el 11/11P /OP

14

15 WO TILT % thread 2 computes Tilt command
16 mateltCmndsXkTilt = 0;
17 for ii =1: nState
18 mateltCmndsXkTilt = mateltCmndsXkTilt +M3tilt (i i ) *pXk( nState +i i ) ;
19 end
20 U(2) = mateltCmndsXkTilt+M4tilt*pT(2);
21

22

23 -> Send U to TT mirror %%
24 17171P' IVOY1VOPOVIIi IVIVIVOVIVi IVIVIV sVoPPAPsVallsVoViVi 0

25

28 % 10 => TIP STATE PARTIAL VALUE 1
27 % thread 3
28 mateltXk = zeros (1 , nState) ;
29 for j j =1: nState
30 for ii =1: nState
31 mateltXk (j j) = mateltXk (j j ) +Mltip (j j , i i ) *pXk (i i ) ;
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32 end
33 end
34

35 o = >TIP STATE PARTIAL VALUE 2
36 % thread 4
37 for jj =1:nState
38 mateltpT (j j ) = M2tip (j j ) *pT (1) ;
39 end
40

41 WO _> TIP STATE FINAL
42 % thread 5 needs the completion of threads 3 and 4
43 for j j =1:nState
44 pK( jj ) = mateltXk ( jj ) + mateltpT (j j) ;
45 end
4e pK(nState) = U(1);
47

48 9 'c => TILT STATE PARTIAL VALUE 1
49 % thread 6
50 mateltXk = zeros (1 , nState );
51 for jj =1:nState
52 for ii =1:nState
53 mateltXk (jj ) = mateltXk (j j ) +M l tilt (j j . i i ) *pXk( nState +i i
54 end
55 end
58

57 Wo => TILT STATE PARTIAL VALUE 2
58 % thread 7
59 for jj =1:nState
60 mateltpT(jj) = M2tilt(jj) *pT(2);
el end
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62

63 WO > TILT STATE FINAL
64 % thread 8 needs the completion of threads 6 and 7
66 for j j =1:nState
66 pK( nState +j j ) = mateltXk ( j j ) + mateltpT (j j) ;
67 end
68 pK(2 *nState) = U(2);
69

70 WoCOMMANDS AND STATE UPDATE
71 pT= T

72 pXk9)K
73

74

75 9 9OW Pseudo_RTC_GeMS_parallel.m ends here /(YffeeC/e o
76 % If NgsLqg.mat has been modified , reload NgsLqg.mat into memory
77 % -> end (while loop is closed)

Thread 1 describe in lines 8 to 13 on the pseudo code presented above and thread 2 in lines 15 to 20 are
independant and can be executed in parallel. Threads 3, 4, 6 and 7 are independant from threads 1 and 2 and
are independant one from each other. Thread 5 needs only the completion of threads 3 and 4. Thread 8 needs
only the completion of thread 6 and 7.

4. SIMULATONS RESULTS AND OPERATIONAL GUIS

4.1 GEMS DATA SETS

In order to perform the identification of the model describing the perturbation and thus being able to test several
type of models used to feed the LQG control, we studied 70 data sets acquired on-sky using GeMS. These data
have been acquired at a sampling frequency varying from 150 to 700Hz. Every buffers are filled with 8, 000
samples. On these data, we can see that strong vibrations affects the GeMS performance.5,16

4.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare the performance obtained with an integrator controller and an LQG controller. Then
we compare the performance obtained different type of model to feed the LQG controller.

The results shown in figure (2) represents the performance obtained using an integral controller and the
performance obtained using an LQG controller. These performance are obtained in the so-called replay mode.
Indeed, we take the closed loop circular buffers acquired on-sky. Using the command values we can reconstruct
the pseudo open loop (POL) measurements and we use this as inputs on our simulation code. The figure (1)
describes the procedure adopted in the simulation.
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Model identification procedure Pseudo

Closed-loop
measurements yGeMS

POL
reconstruction

open-loop
measurements

POL batchT
Y1

oOres
Replayed

closed-loop
measurements

Residual phase
variance

POL

AO oop
replay -.IC

simulation

Model
identification

LQG
controller

Replay simulation

0.20

0.15

o
E

N
I? 0.10

0.05

TT RMS for different AO telemetry data

RMS POL O
RMS Kolmon O

RMS INT

0.00
0 20

, i . , ,

40 60
number of buffer

80

Figure 1. Performance analysis procedure.

Figure 2. Performance analysis procedure.

The results presented in the figure (2) give for every circular buffer we have available in abscisse the RMS
values of the POL temporal sequence and its resulting residual phase after using an LQG controller rejecting 10
identified vibratory components. On average on all the circular buffers, the mean POL RMS value is 82.9mas,
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when the mean value of the residual phase after closing the loop with an LQG contoller goes down to 55.6mas.
Now if we use a standard integral controller, the residual phase is about 72mas. We can clearly see a gain in
term of improvements.

Figure 3. Performance of different model used to build the LQG controller.

Figure 4. Screenshot of the GUI developed to compute the LQG matrices sent to the RTC.

The figure (4) is a screenshot of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) we have developed for this test and
commissioning. We can load the circular buffer acquired previously on-sky. It automatically reconstruct the
POL slopes. Then using the set of parameters we enter as input, it computes the model used to feed the LQG
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controller (s-AR2 or c-PEM) and we can send the matrices to the RTC. A diagnostic button has been developed 
as well in order to check the performance on replay-mode using the POL slopes as perturbation. This is the GUI 
we will use during the on-sky testing at the end of the semester 2016B.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown the recent developments done on the LQG TT controller framework. Simulations 
have shown that we can get a clear improvement in term of performance using a smarter controller (here based 
on LQG) than a classical integrator control law. Especially when vibrations are affecting the system, it is clear 
that we can use this type of controller to reject them and increase the performance of the system. A specific 
GUI has been developed to be ready for on-sky testing this semester. Several models can be tested, the s-AR2 
or the c-PEM. They both delivered in simulations great performance. The schedule for on-sky testing is for the 
end of the semester 2016B.
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